Avezaat Cranes (since 1939) is specialized in the new building and repair of boom sections and superstructures of crawler cranes and telescopic cranes.

Because of the combination of our efficient process, the availability of special tools and equipment, and a high level of professional skills, damaged lattice booms and jibs can be repaired at competitive prices. Very short delivery periods can be offered because of the large quantity of high quality tubular and plate material kept in stock.

Avezaat Cranes is ISO 9001 certified and has Germanischer Lloyd Workshop and Welder approval for welding of crane structures.

In addition to our Dutch and European companies, we work for of a large number of foreign companies from all parts of the world like Africa, the Middle East, Asia, USA and South America.
PRODUCTS & SERVICES

MOBILE CRANE REPAIR AND MANUFACTURING

◆ Repair and manufacture of lattice booms, jibs and telescopic booms
◆ New and used (with certificate) lattice booms and jibs supplied immediately from stock
◆ Repair and overhaul of crawler cranes, telescopic cranes, aerial work platforms, forklift trucks and spreaders

THE AVEZAAT GROUP OF COMPANIES

Avezaat Cranes
Repair and manufacture new lattice booms, jibs and telescopic booms.

Avezaat Staal
Specialized in cutting steel by Plasma cutting and Gas/Oxygen method up to steel S1100.

Avezaat Hoogwerkers
Specialized in the repairs and maintenance of aerial working platforms.

ATS Trading
Supplier of road plates and outrigger pads. In plastic and steel, in many options and in any required dimension.

FOR MORE INFORMATION

MIDDLE EAST OFFICE
AVZ MIDDLE EAST CRANE REPAIRING LLC
P.O. Box 124975
Plot No. 41021
Near 5TH Roundabout
Dubai Industrial City
Dubai - UAE
T +971 55582 5049
F +971 4447 3065
E info@avezaat.com

HEAD OFFICE
AVEZAAT CRANES
P.O. Box 151
NL – 3100 AD Schiedam
Van Heekstraat 39
3125 BN Schiedam
The Netherlands
T +31 (0)10 415 25 44
F +31 (0)10 415 19 97
E info@avezaat.com

www.avezaat.com